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Wendy Seltzer:still waiting for the "coordinator" to assist me 
Wendy Seltzer:now in 
Konstantinos Komaitis:I am also waiting for a call back! 
Alan Greenberg:really horrible elevator music! 
Ching Chiao:hi everyone 
Ching Chiao:waiting for moderator 
Thomas Rickert:Hi everyone! 
Ching Chiao:Hi Stephane / Glen -- could you call Edmon so he can join 
the JIG discussion? 
Glen de Saint Gery:Ching we will dial out to Edmon nearer his agenda 
item as he requested 
Wendy Seltzer:Does anyone else keep getting messages that private chats 
are being started that are not visible? 
Ching Chiao:Thanks 
Wendy Seltzer:If anyone is trying to chat with me, I can't see it! 
Marika Konings:@Wendy - yes, I presume that this might be something 
that got changed with the recent upgrade. I'll look into it. 
Wendy Seltzer:thanks Marika 
Alan Greenberg:I've been getting them for a couple of weeks I think. 
Marika Konings:Brian Winterfeld and Mary Wong have joined the call 
Wendy Seltzer:If anyone objects, an item is moved off the consent 
agenda, right? 
Wendy Seltzer:Can't we do it without voting, even? 
Wendy Seltzer:If no objection is heard, it's approved. 
Mary Wong:Just a single Councilor objection would fulfill that 
criterion, right? 
Wendy Seltzer:yes 
Wendy Seltzer:the two objections are equivalent 
Wendy Seltzer:as far as I can tell 
Wendy Seltzer:/me defers to those who haven't yet spoken up in the 
speaking queue 
Yoav Keren:Apologies for being late 
Wendy Seltzer:We have no seconder for this motion, correct? 
Yoav Keren:I second 
Wendy Seltzer:+1 to Jeff 
Mary Wong:I have the same question as Jeff. 
Ching Chiao:Agree with Jeff 
wolfgang:sorry for being late. Just left the hospital and arrived at 
home ten minutes ago. 
Marika Konings:Please mute your computers / lines when not speaking 
Stéphane Van Gelder:I've just been disconnected 
Stéphane Van Gelder:Glen, can you ask the operator to dial back out to 
me please? 
Stéphane Van Gelder:Jeff, you are next up on the agenda, can you take 
over the chair position until I am reconnected please? 
Stéphane Van Gelder:I am back! thanks 
Mary Wong:Thanks, Jeff. 
Thomas Rickert:Thanks and good bye! 
Mary Wong:See you all in Costa Rica! 
 
 


